
Chapter 8

Section 8-4:  Awards and Annual Events



The Oscars
• An Oscar nomination is…

▫ A promotional bonanza for a 
motion picture, director, studio, 
and star.

• A nomination creates…

▫ Exciting media coverage and 
significantly increases the 
number of ticket buyers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDkXHWMNNmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDvZrubaEwA


•Academy Award winners are…
▫ Almost always pictured the day 

after the awards ceremony on 
the front pages of major 
newspapers.



The Oscars
•The Oscars have…

▫ The second-highest TV viewership 
after the Super Bowl.

•Following the precedent set by the…

Super Bowl, the Oscars program is 
preceded by a pre-show that includes 
shots of stars arriving and interviews.



The Oscars
Marketing movies around the Oscars 
works two ways:

•1.  Consumers’ attention is drawn 
by the excitement of pre-award 
publicity.

•2.  The movie producers advertise 
their films to members of the 
Academy.



The Grammys
• The National Academy of Recording Arts 

and Sciences (NARAS) is…
▫ An association of more than 18,000 

musicians, producers, and other recording
professionals.

• As with the Oscar,…
▫ The accompanying publicity that comes with 

winning a Grammy cannot hurt the 
marketability of the winner.



The Grammys

•However, winning does 
not…

▫Guarantee that fame and 
fortune will follow.



The Emmys

The Academy of Television Arts and 
Sciences…

•Presents the Primetime Emmy for 
excellence in nighttime television.

•Awards for daytime television, 
sports programming, newscasts, 
and documentaries.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r54CqBhoIjk


The Emmys

• With members from over 50 countries, 
the International Academy of 
Television Arts and Sciences…
▫ Presents award for excellence in television 

programming produced outside the United 
States.

• The Emmys have experienced difficulty 
in…
▫ Attracting attention because many of the 

same shows are nominated year after year.



The Tonys

•The awards are given to 
professionals in…
▫ Theater for distinguished achievement 

and not for “best” in any category.

•The Tony Awards are more of a…
▫ Special-interest award than the Oscars 

or Emmys.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psFLbMpKh7M


Digital Distribution

•Digitized movies can be…
▫ Distributed via satellite, fiber 

optics cables, special discs, or the 
Internet.

•Digital projectors allow…
▫ Theaters to show the same movie 

in several theaters at once.



8-4 Activity

• Find a web site that lists the winners from last 
years Academy Awards and in a Word document 
tell me the following:

• 1.  Choose 3 categories and tell me who won for 
that category.

• 2.  What films were nominated for best picture?

• 3.  How many of these films have you heard of and 
how many of them have you seen?

• 4.  How do you think the nomination for these 
films helped in their success?

• 5.  How is being nominated a good marketing tool?


